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Introduction

The DAΦNE injection system consists of a full energy linac and a
damping ring. The layout of the complex is almost completely predetermined by
the existing buildings and facilities.

A preliminary design of the transport lines from and to the three ma-
chines (Linac, Accumulator, Main Rings) was described in [1] and [2]. As there
stretched, the main design concept is to reduce the number of components and
redundant lines as much as possible.

A new design of the lines has been studied; an effort has been made to
further reduce the number of quadrupoles, their field gradient, and specially
the beam size leading to reduction of the magnet apertures and costs. The
linear optics is presented. The study on sensitivity to magnet errors and
multipole components is now in progress.

General design

The layout of the lines, sketched in Fig.1, is the same as described in [2].
The horizontal dipole magnet locations and fields have not changed; the three
stronger magnets, of which two are pulsed, have become sector dipoles, to
avoid the strong horizontal defocusing lens due to the edge effect. Apart from
the Y magnet for the injection into the accumulator, all the other dipoles are
rectangular; this allows to construct the same type of magnets also for slightly
different bending angles.

The beam lines are on different levels: the Accumulator is 60 cm higher
than the Linac, which in turn is 45 cm higher than DAΦNE. In addition the
line to inject electrons into DAΦNE passes under the rings by 70 cm. The level
differences are followed by vertical chicanes, obtained with an unique type of
vertical dipole (rectangular type, 35 cm of magnetic length, 11° bending angle).
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Fig. 1 - Layout of the transport lines.
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The number of quadrupoles has been reduced by 25% with respect to the
previous design; all the quadrupoles are 20 cm long; the maximum integrated
gradient (G*length) has been reduced by almost a factor 3. Few different types
of quadrupoles are foreseen, according to the requirements in aperture and in
gradient, to optimize their cost and utilization.

In the Appendix a complete description of the lines, including element
characteristics and positions, is given.

Lines  Linac - Accumulator

In the philosophy of reducing elements and costs a part of the line will be
used both for injection and extraction of the beam in and from the
Accumulator (see Fig.1), without changing the field configuration because only
few tens of milliseconds separe the passages of beam in - beam out. In addition
the line for the beam in must be an achromat in both planes, this imposing
strong restrictions on its flexibility.

The nominal characteristics of the two beams from the Linac are given in
Table 1. Obviously, the most critical beam transport is the one for positrons
because of the larger emittance and higher energy spread; the line presenting a
lower dispersion function has been chosen for the positron injection into the
accumulator, and it corresponds to the counter clock-wise direction inside the
ring (opposite to Ref. [2]).

Table 1 -  Beams from Accumulator

Positrons Electrons

εx (m rad) 10-5 10-6

εy (m rad) 10-5 10-6

∆p/p ± 1.5 % ± 0.5 %

The injection into the accumulator[3] is in the horizontal plane, in a free
dispersion region. The optimum betatron function, which minimizes the
residual betatron oscillation of the injected beam, has been calculated
following Ref. [4] and corresponds to:

βopt ≈ 1.5 m for positrons

βopt ≈ 0.95 m for electrons

for the present accumulator optics.

In the vertical plane the requirement of achromatism for the injected
beam has been relaxed (a residual dispersion function of few cm produces an
additional beam size of few mm), this giving a notable decreament in the field
gradient of the vertical chicane quadrupoles, what translates in lower
sensitivity to errors.
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For completeness, the line is presented from the linac including the
matching section described in [5]. The maximum gradient in the quadrupoles
is 7.4 (7.0) T/m for the positron (electron) line. The initial and final values of
the optical functions are given in Table 2 in the MAD format.

Table 2

 The betatron functions and beam sizes are represented in Figs. 2 and 3
for positrons and electrons respectively. The beam size, defined as

εβ + D ∆p/p
2

is less than 3 cm all along the line for positrons and less than 2 cm for elec-
trons.
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Fig. 2 - Optical functions and beam sizes along the transport line
from Linac to Accumulator for positrons.
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Fig. 3 - Optical functions and beam sizes along the transport line from Linac
 to Accumulator for electrons.
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Lines  Accumulator  -  DAΦNE

The beam extracted from the accumulator is characterized by the pa-
rameters given in Table 3[3]. The phase plane distribution is nearly gaussian;
the beam envelope containing 99.7% of the beam is computed as

C εβ + D ∆p /p
2

with C = 3.

 Table 3-  Beams from Accumulator

Positrons Electrons

εx (m rad) 2.8 x 10-7 2.8 x 10-7

εy (m rad) 1.4 x 10-7 1.4 x 10-7

∆p/p ± 1 ‰ ± 1 ‰

As in the previous design the shorter line has been dedicated to positrons
and the longer to electrons.

An additional step of the line which takes care of the 45 cm difference in
level between the Linac and DAΦNE has been included in the section common
to electrons and positrons.

The injection scheme in DAΦNE is not completely defined; the same septa
of the accumulator have been assumed; the optical functions are almost
matched to the optical functions of the actual DAΦNE design[6]; the flexibility
of the line allows to change the final values to adapt them to the definitive
injection scheme.

 The maximum gradient in the quadrupoles is 7.5 (6.5) T/m for the
positron (electron) line.  The initial and final values of the optical functions
are given in Table 4. Optical functions and beam sizes are represented in Figs.
4, 5 for positrons and electrons respectively.
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Fig. 4- Optical functions and beam sizes along the transport line from
Accumulator to DAΦNE for positrons.
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Fig. 5- Optical functions and beam sizes along the transport line from
Accumulator to DAΦNE for electrons.
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Table 4
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APPENDIX

The line elements are listed with the description of their length, position
and fields.

The letter P (E) in the name of the elements stays for positrons
(electrons). The quadrupole QL is the last quadrupole of the Linac; the
quadrupoles QLMi are used for the matching between the Linac, the spectrom-
eter lines and the transfer lines; they are described in Ref. [6]. Apart from these
quadrupoles, the elements are numbered from the Accumulator to DAΦNE.

The quadrupoles Q1/Q6 are used per each beam both for the injection
and for the extraction in and from the Accumulator, without changing the
field configuration.

The right branch of the line to the accumulator is used for injecting e+

and for extracting e-; viceversa for the left branch.
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